A guide to Galay
Our books are released in the Galay Writing Script. Galay is a
revolutionary new script that is both logographic and
alphabetic. It can be easily learned and is suitable for ages
7+. Studies have shown that young logographic readers tend
to develop a higher IQ and use additional parts of their brain
to read. Each glyph is a word that is comprised of
individually mapped letters or digraphs. The color of each
letter or digraph determines its place in the order of the
word.
Galay was first created and developed by Bethsheba Ashe in
2014, and the Galay Reading Library was created in 2020.

HOW TO READ GALAY…
Each element of the Galay glyph is mapped to a letter of the
alphabet or a common digraph. Therefore the first step towards
reading Galay is to memorize the map:

When the alphabet is written out in Galay it looks like this:

Letters are placed on top of one another to make the Galay
word glyphs. When there are two or three instances of any
letter, the letter appears either at a slight angle to the first
one, or as a smaller dot:

The colors indicate the order of the letters of the word from red
to purple, and for longer words the sequence repeats in paler
shades:

The Fraternity of the Sanctum Regnum have developed a free
online writing app & test to help the memorization phase.
Please check our website for more details:
https://fraternitysanctumregnum.pythonanywhere.com/galay

What makes Galay different
from other logographic
scripts?
Logographic scripts have thousands of word glyphs to
memorize, so before you read a word you have to remember it,
and therefore it can take more than a decade to properly read a
logographic script. Whereas you can read Galay from the
moment you can recall 26 spatial positions, which takes days not years.
At this stage your reading will be slow because it is deductive
reading. You are working out each word, one at a time. But
keep reading and you'll progress to the next stage.
As you read deductively, your brain will try and remember the
shape and color of the glyphs, so that you look at a glyph and
know the word it represents automatically. At this stage your
reading will become a little faster, and you'll find that you
recognize all the 'small words' that make up the majority of any
language. You'll also start to recall some larger words. Your
reading will be a mixture of deductive reading and glyph
recognition. Keep reading and you'll progress to the next stage.
Glyph recognition becomes automatic, and you'll build your
vocabulary so you can recognize a large amount of characters
automatically and without effort. You may resort to logographic
reading for unfamiliar words, but you will also find it possible to
look at whole lines know what it says. This is when you start to

benefit from a logographic writing script. Logographic reading is
much faster!
You'll also be using a visual part of the brain more, so you might
find you're better at solving spatial problems (which incidentally
is part of the IQ test). Reading Galay is like a bench press for
your mind. Keep reading and you'll be able to do something
else...
For deductive reading Galay is in color, but when you're
confidently reading logographically, you will be able to read the
shadow script. These are the Galay glyphs written in black.
Our library is more than a simple repository of Galay books. It is
a caretaker of the script itself. It is charged with the brief to
develop the Galay script - to provide a number of fonts for the
script - and better apps to generate Galay documents. We are
also tasked with encouraging everyone to give Galay Reading a
try. So we're going to invent the modern equivalent to the
printing press, and release an app that allows you to convert
documents and books to Galay.

